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Public Cloud Platforms

• Cloud Platforms offer compute resources as virtual machines (VM)

- Users can keep the VMs from seconds to years and request more VMs

- Cloud platforms provide illusion of infinite scalability

‣ To allow user growth, handle hardware failures etc.
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Evictable (Spot) VMs

• Unallocated resources leveraged as spot VMs with relaxed SLOs

- Spot VMs can be revoked anytime for regular-priority VMs

- Cost ~50-90% less than regular-priority VMs

• But spot VMs are fixed size VMs and …
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Our Proposal: Harvest VM and SLOs for Them

• Harvest VM - a new class of evictable VMs

- Allocated with a minimum size (physical resources)

- Dynamically grows and shrinks to harvest unallocated resources on the host

- Only evicted if its minimum size is needed for a regular VM

• Harvest VMs different than Burstable VMs

- Burstable VMs only burst for brief time up to their max size after accumulating credits

- Harvest VMs grow to consume all unallocated resources at all times
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Road Map

• Characterize the unallocated resources of all Azure clusters

• Harvest VMs: new VM type that harvests unallocated resources

• SLO for Harvest VM: predict survival and amount of harvested resources

• Harvest Hadoop: platform to leverage harvested resources transparently

• Lessons and experiences from production
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Characterizing unallocated resources

• Methodology

- 6-month long traces from February to October 2019

- All azure production clusters for regular compute (e.g., no storage or GPUs)

- Compute unallocated resources for each host server

- Could we place a VM?
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Characterization: Temporal patterns

• Unallocated resources for a region

- 1-hour shows diurnal pattern (nights have more)

- 1-day shows weekly patterns (weekends have more)

- Fewer servers have enough unallocated capacity over longer horizon
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Characterization: Cluster behaviors

• Unallocated resources at region level are stable

• Unallocated resources at cluster level can change abruptly
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Characterization: Key Takeaways

• Many unallocated resources available for harvesting

- Dynamic temporal and spatial behaviors

• Unallocated resources not evenly distributed across clusters

- Smaller amount of resources more widely available

- Larger amounts of resources may last longer

• Many additional unallocated resources beyond spot VMs size

• Filling with spot VMs takes many more VMs (and many more evictions)
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Harvest VMs: Overview

• New VM class

- User picks minimum/maximum size

• Harvest unallocated resources dynamically
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Harvest VMs: Implementation

• Based on Azure VM EXv3

- Example: 1, 2, and 4 physical cores ß Harvested resource

- Fixed number (e.g., 40) of virtual cores

• Currently at most one Harvest VM per host server

• Changes in physical resources exposed to VMs

• Pricing

- Same price as spot VM for minimum size

- Further discount (e.g., 50%) on any additional cores beyond the minimum size

• Available in production for interval users
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SLOs for Harvest VMs

• Hard to provision just enough VMs with variable resources

- Key: VMs survival rate?

- Key: How many resources will I get on average?

• Example SLO: User requests 100 Harvest VMs in East US

- 85% of them survive à1-hour and 35% for à 1-month

- An average of 8.5 cores 

- 95% confidence intervals (80-90% survive à 1-hour)
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SLO Predictor Features

• Random Forest Regressor

• Features

- Total VMs in the cluster

- Total cores/memory allocated and available

- Cluster characteristics (generation, number of racks,…)

- Auto-regressive (e.g., values 1 day ago)

- Moving average (average values for the last week)

• Integrated into Resource Central (SOSP’17)
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Building Application on Harvest VMs

• Applications can naively use Harvest VMs

- Leverage fault tolerance for evictions à Inefficient

- Run using minimum resources available à May be slower

• Extend Hadoop - run many applications (Spark, MapReduce,…)
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Evaluation

• Use production data for evaluation

- 25 clusters from 14 regions across 2 server generations

- December 2019 to April 2020 (train/test split January 15th)

• Extreme scenario: every possible hole is filled

- Simulate real traces and insert as many Harvest VMs as possible

• Harvest Hadoop deployment

- Private cluster – not many VMs coming and going (stable)

- Canary cluster – many VMs created and destroyed (stress test)
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Evaluation: Spot VMs vs Harvest VMs 

Requires around 3.7x more evictable VMs on average than Harvest VMs to fill 
unallocated capacity across all clusters
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Figure 10: Simulation validation over 1 week. Solid curves
are actual data; dashed curves are simulated.

stable the total allocated resources are over time. The number
of servers per cluster ranges from several hundred to several
thousand. There is no correlation between cluster size and
allocation percentage or stability. When training our models,
we use data from December 1st 2019 to January 15th 2020.
We use the other 45 days for evaluating predictions.
Real experiments. For our real experiments, we use the Har-
vest Hadoop implementation we describe in Section 6. We
configure the provider’s deployment system to replace any
Harvest VMs that get evicted, so that the overall number of
Harvest VMs stays fixed during our experiments.

We use two large clusters, which we call private and canary.
The private cluster has over 1700 servers and runs VMs that
implement a production key-value store. The VM load is
fairly stable over time. We create Harvest VMs in this cluster
and attach them to a Harvest-Hadoop-based production data
analytics and ML training system. We have deployed Harvest
VMs to other private clusters as well, but selected this one for
our results because it has been the most extensively used.

The canary cluster has around 650 servers and runs a syn-
thetic VM load that stresses the provider’s production infras-
tructure. This cluster is in the top percentile in terms of VM
creations and terminations, and produces many resource allo-
cation changes and evictions. For our experiments with this
cluster, we create full Hadoop clusters. Each cluster consists
of 3 Name Nodes and 2 Resource Managers (which run on
regular VMs) and Harvest VMs that we scale on demand. For
coordination, we also deploy a 5-node ZooKeeper 3.6.0 stamp
in the same regular VMs. We run synthetic jobs, including
MapReduce (e.g., TeraGen and TeraSort) and Spark.

7.2 Benefits of Harvest VMs
We start the evaluation by assessing the benefits of Harvest
VMs over standard evictable VMs in terms of numbers of
VMs and evictions. Our comparison simulates the 25 produc-
tion clusters in two scenarios: one in which we consume all
the clusters’ unallocated resources using evictable VMs, and
another where we consume them using Harvest VMs. We
place as many evictable 1-core VMs as will fit; larger sizes
would not consume many unallocated resources. In the Har-
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Figure 11: Number of VMs required to consume the unallo-
cated resources of 25 production clusters.

vest VMs scenario, 1 core is the minimum size and we only
place one Harvest VM per server. In both scenarios, each VM
has 16GB of memory and 200GB of disk.

Figure 11 shows the number of VMs required to consume
the unallocared resources with evictable and Harvest VMs
for each cluster. Across all clusters, we need between 8% and
10.7⇥ (3.7⇥ on average) more evictable VMs than Harvest
VMs. The number of evictions of evictable VMs is also much
higher by ⇠ 3.6⇥ on average. These results quantify our
earlier observation that standard evictable VMs incur higher
management and resource overheads than Harvest VMs.

7.3 Accuracy of SLOs for Harvest VMs
The accuracy of our SLOs hinges on our ability to accurately
predict survival rates and average numbers of harvested cores.
We start our evaluation with a detailed analysis of prediction
accuracy for a few sample clusters, and then offer a global
view of all clusters. The last part of the section evaluates our
ML model and studies its sensitivity to multiple parameters.
Detailed analysis. Let us first consider the accuracy of our
survival rate SLOs. For a cluster with fairly stable load, the
graphs on the left of Figure 12 show the number of Harvest
VMs with a minimum size of 4 cores that can be created (top),
those that would survive 1 day (middle), and their survival rate
after 1 day (bottom) over time. Each graph shows the actual
and predicted values (with 95% confidence intervals), as well
as the corresponding absolute errors. We plot predictions
and errors every 10 minutes, given the actual cluster state at
those times. For example, if the actual value is 100 and the
prediction is between 90 and 120 with 95% confidence, the
absolute error is 0%. Instead, if the actual value is 60, the
error is -33% (i.e., (60-90)/90) and the absolute error is 33%.
The vertical line at January 15th marks the split between the
training and test datasets. The graph on the right shows the
CDF of the errors comparing the actual survival rates to our
predictions with and without 95% confidence intervals, during
the test period. These would be the error distributions of our
1-day survival rate SLO.

The top graph shows that our predictions for the number
of VMs that can be created are very accurate, even though
the training data is almost a flat line and there are substantial
variations after January 15th. Our model recognizes that these
behaviors are unknown and leverages the data from other
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Evaluation: Random Forest vs MLP

Random Forest yields an (overall) accuracy of ~98% with mean error of ~0.2 cores
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Evaluation: SLOs for Harvested Cores

Prediction accuracy is very high i.e. average cores SLO would be accurate
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Evaluation: SLOs for Survival Rate

Short-term predictions have an avg error < 2% and < 6% for longer terms 
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Evaluation: SLOs for Survival Rate

Errors are balanced and there are as many overpredictions as underpredictions
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Evaluation: Cost Comparison

Harvest VMs 91% cheaper than regular VMs and 45% cheaper than spot VMs
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Figure 21: Costs when consuming the unallocated resources
of 25 production clusters.

Using data from the simulations in Section 7.2 (where we
consume as much of the unallocated resources as possible),
we combine the recovery time above with the average survival
rates for the 25 clusters and compute an average per-VM
recovery overhead of only 0.13%. Again for the 25 clusters,
we find that Harvest VMs receive an average of 7.2 additional
cores beyond the 1-core minimum.

With these parameters instantiated, we compute the cost per
useful core of Harvest VMs in the 25 clusters to range from
34% to 47% cheaper than standard evictable VMs. On aver-
age, Harvest VMs are 42% cheaper at $0.011/(core⇥hour).
Figure 21 illustrates these costs. The fact that evictable VMs
suffer many more evictions is a minor factor in these savings,
since survival times are much larger than recovery times for
both VM classes. Instead, the key reason for the large savings
is the additional cores that can be harvested at discounted
prices. When those cores are priced the same as the minimum
size (a = 1), there are almost no savings. When they are free
(a = 0), Harvest VMs cost $0.003/(core⇥hour) on average
across the clusters, i.e. a savings of 84%.

Compared to filling the unallocated capacity of the 25 clus-
ters with 1-core regular VMs, Harvest VMs are 91% cheaper
on average for a = 0.5. Here, the heavily discounted nature
of evictable cores dominates. Lower prices for the additional
cores increase these savings, whereas charging the same price
as for evictable/minimum cores lowers the savings to 85%.

8 Lessons from production deployment

Adapting applications and fast adoption. We initially
thought that the main users of Harvest VMs would be those
who could deploy lots of evictable VMs. However, after
discussing with internal teams, we soon realized that their
workloads could not benefit from additional cores without
modification. This made adoption harder, despite the much
lower price of Harvest VMs. Fortunately, many large users
at the provider rely on the Hadoop stack, so we devised Har-
vest Hadoop. These users then immediately and transparently
adopted Harvest VMs. We are now starting to adapt a FaaS
platform and Kubernetes for Harvest VMs.
Harvesting without evictions. Other potential users were
concerned about experiencing frequent evictions. They were
the motivation for our SLOs. Still, some would prefer not
to have any evictions. For them, we are considering regular-

priority Harvest VMs, which still have a (non-evictable) min-
imum size but can grow. For these VMs, the discount will
apply only to the cores used beyond the minimum size.
Unbalanced Harvest VMs. Our current implementation only
harvests cores, which may lead to VMs that cannot use some
cores because their memory becomes too small. For exam-
ple, some production VMs harvest 20 cores with only a fixed
16GB of memory. This imbalance is fine for some work-
loads but not others. Based on this, we started prototyping
harvesting of unallocated memory. Another option is to de-
fine Harvest VM types with larger (fixed) memories, but that
would make it harder to place them. The other resources have
not posed imbalance problems so far.
Multiple Harvest VMs per server. Our implementation al-
lows one Harvest VM per server because this works well for
our initial (Hadoop) customers. However, to address the im-
balance above and enable workloads that have less parallelism
per VM, we are implementing the ability for users to specify
a maximum size for each Harvest VM, and the fair sharing
of a server’s unallocated cores across multiple Harvest VMs.
Our models easily extrapolate to having multiple of them per
server. We need to add the maximum size of each Harvest
VM and the number of Harvest VMs in the cluster as features.
New VM family. We initially limited Harvest VMs to a few
pre-defined sizes (Section 4). However, some users needed
VMs with faster disks or a different hardware generation. So,
we had to create new types. For this reason, we plan to make
harvesting a feature that can be enabled for most VM types,
instead of being a separate family.
Impact on regular VM creation times. Our initial imple-
mentation of core reassignments had the unexpected side-
effect that regular VM creation could be slowed down signifi-
cantly on servers that were already hosting many VMs. The
problem only became noticeable when we started testing in
the canary cluster. Fixing it involved using a different API to
the hypervisor and made the overhead negligible.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we first characterized the unallocated resources
of a large cloud provider. We then proposed to dynamically
harvest the unallocated resources using Harvest VMs. To
provide SLOs for these resources, we built an accurate ML-
based predictor for VM survival rates and average number
of cores. To demonstrate the use of Harvest VMs, we built a
cluster scheduling framework called Harvest Hadoop. Finally,
we discussed the lessons and results from our production
deployment of Harvest VMs and Harvest Hadoop in Azure.
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Lessons from Production

• Adapting applications is the main blocker

• When a Harvest VM gets 40 virtual cores, it becomes unbalanced

- 2 cores/16GB of memory à 40 cores/16GB of memory

• Allowing multiple Harvest VMs per server

- Add the maximum size of each Harvest VM 

• Impact to regular VMs

- Optimization to reduce impact in creation time
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Conclusion

• Characterization shows many unallocated resources for harvesting

- Dynamic temporal and spatial behaviors

• Harvest VMs successful at leveraging unallocated resources

• We provide SLOs for the availability of harvested resources

- Our prediction models show high accuracy (~98%)

• Harvest Hadoop can adjust to changing harvested resources

• Harvest VMs and Harvest Hadoop running in production in Azure

- 91% cheaper than regular VMs 

- 45% cheaper than spot VMs and with 73% fewer evictions
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